
AEROAUTO AND VONMERCIER HOVERCRAFT
ANNOUNCE STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP AT
WASHINGTON DC AUTO SHOW

WASHINGTON DC, USA, January 25,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- AEROAUTO

AND VONMERCIER HOVERCRAFT

ANNOUNCE STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

Aeroauto Inc (

www.aeroautosales.com), a leading

provider of advanced personal

transportation solutions, and

VonMercier Hovercraft

(www.VonMercier.co), a growing start-

up manufacturer of cutting-edge personal hovercraft technology, are proud to announce a

strategic partnership agreement.  Under the terms of the agreement, Aeroauto Inc will become

the Exclusive Dealership for VonMercier Hovercraft in the United States. The contract was signed

EXPERIENCE A NEW LEVEL

OF FREEDOM AND

VERSATILITY”

Sean Borman CEO

today at the Washington DC Auto Show.

The partnership between Aeroauto Inc and VonMercier

Hovercraft is a natural fit, as both companies are

committed to providing innovative, high-quality

transportation solutions that meet the evolving needs of

consumers. Aeroauto Inc is known for its innovative

Showroom and Dealerships, while VonMercier Hovercraft is recognized for its superior

engineering and unrivaled hovercraft performance.  They specialize in electric and hybrid

vehicles and have a reputation for providing environmentally friendly and sustainable options

for customers.

The addition of VonMercier Hovercraft products to Aeroauto Inc's portfolio will allow the

company to offer customers a wider range of transportation options, including the ability to

travel over water, sand, ice, and other challenging terrain. With VonMercier Hovercraft's

advanced technology, Aeroauto Inc customers will be able to experience a new level of freedom

and versatility on the road.  The partnership will also provide customers in the United States with

access to VonMercier's state-of-the-art hovercraft, which are designed for a variety of
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Aeroauto and VonMercier Strategic Partnership

applications, including search and

rescue, commercial transport, and

leisure.

"We are thrilled to partner with

VonMercier Hovercraft, they are a

company that shares our passion for

innovation and sustainability as they

bring their innovative hovercraft

technology to the public," said Sean

Borman, CEO of Aeroauto Inc.  "We

believe that this partnership will

provide our customers with a unique

and exciting transportation experience,

and we look forward to working with

VonMercier Hovercraft to continue to

push the boundaries of personal

transportation." 

"We are excited to partner with

Aeroauto Inc and to bring our

hovercraft technology to the public

market," said Michael Mercier, CEO of

VonMercier Hovercraft.  "We are

confident that this partnership will

enable us to offer our customers in the

same high-quality, cutting-edge

hovercraft that have made us a leader

in the global hovercraft market." "We believe that this partnership will allow us to push the

boundaries of what is possible in the hovercraft industry and provide customers with the best

possible transportation solutions."

EXPERIENCE A NEW LEVEL OF FREEDOM AND VERSATILITY

About Aeroauto Showroom and Dealerships 

Aeroauto Inc is a leading provider of advanced personal transportation solutions, known for its

cutting-edge Showroom and Dealerships.  At Aeroauto, we offer manufacturers a unique

platform to showcase their latest EVTOL models and technology to potential customers.  Our

state-of-the-art showroom provides a physical location for customers to see and experience

EVTOL vehicles, which can increase interest and sales.  At Aeroauto, we understand the unique

challenges that EVTOL manufacturers face, and we are committed to providing the support and

resources they need to succeed in the market. Our team of experts is dedicated to helping

manufacturers navigate the complex customer needs and requirements that are necessary for



the safe operation, sales, and marketing of EVTOL vehicles.

Our showroom is designed to provide customers with an immersive experience, allowing them

to learn about the features and capabilities of EVTOL vehicles in a hands-on environment.  We

also offer a convenient location for customers to purchase EVTOL vehicles and schedule

maintenance and repair services as well as flight instruction.

About VonMercier Hovercraft 

VonMercier Hovercraft is a renowned manufacturer of state-of-the-art hovercraft technology,

recognized for its superior engineering and unrivaled hovercraft performance.  VonMercier’s

debut vehicle is the Arosa electric sports hovercraft.  The Arosa is an amphibious vehicle that can

travel over land, water and a variety of terrain in between.  It does this by traveling on a cushion

of air and essentially flying right above the surface.  Three independent electric motors power a

quiet lift fan and two side-thrust fans.

The Arosa is the most maneuverable personal hovercraft in the world.  Innovative HoverDrive©

technology makes it possible to maneuver in the forward, lateral and reverse directions, so you

can stop and go with ease.  Intuitive pilot inputs make flying the Arosa easy to learn and enjoy.

The hull and body of the Arosa are molded carbon fiber which make it lightweight and strong.

The open-air cabin includes tandem sport seating for two passengers or a rear bench seat to fit

two+. Swim decks around the lower perimeter rest at water level when the power is off and

Arosa is floating so passengers can enjoy a swim and easily climb back aboard.

The partnership between Aeroauto and VonMercier Hovercraft is set to take the transportation

industry to new heights, and customers can look forward to a range of innovative and eco-

friendly hovercraft in the near future.  
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